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11 ABSTRACT: Dynamic nuclear polarization has been devel-
12 oped to overcome the limitations of the inherently low signal
13 intensity of NMR spectroscopy. This technique promises to be
14 particularly useful for solid-state NMR spectroscopy where the
15 signals are broadened over a larger frequency range and most
16 investigations rely on recording low gamma nuclei. To extend
17 the range of possible investigations, a triple-resonance ﬂat-coil
18 solid-state NMR probe is presented with microwave irradiation
19 capacities allowing the investigation of static samples at
20 temperatures of 100 K, including supported lipid bilayers. The
21 probe performance allows for two-dimensional separated local
22 ﬁeld experiments with high-power Lee−Goldberg decoupling and cross-polarization under simultaneous irradiation from a
23 gyrotron microwave generator. Eﬃcient cooling of the sample turned out to be essential for best enhancements and line shape
24 and necessitated the development of a dedicated cooling chamber. Furthermore, a new membrane-anchored biradical is
25 presented, and the geometry of supported membranes was optimized not only for good membrane alignment, handling, stability,
26 and ﬁlling factor of the coil but also for heat and microwave dissipation. Enhancement factors of 17-fold were obtained, and a
27 two-dimensional PISEMA spectrum of a transmembrane helical peptide was obtained in less than 2 h.
28 Solid-state NMR spectroscopy is a powerful method for the29 structural investigation of membrane polypeptides and has
30 provided valuable information about the conformation, top-
31 ology, and dynamics in lipid bilayer environments. Two
32 fundamentally diﬀerent approaches have been developed for
33 the structural investigation of biological macromolecules,
34 namely, magic angle sample spinning (MAS) and oriented
35 solid-state NMR, which both have been used to determine
36 important structural and dynamic features from uniformly or
37 selectively labeled membrane proteins.1−8
38 The latter approach consists in orienting membranes with
39 respect to the magnetic ﬁeld direction and exploiting the large
40 anisotropies of the chemical shifts, dipolar and quadrupolar
41 couplings that are obtained from such aligned samples.9 This
42 technique has been successful in the structural analysis of, for
43 example, the transmembrane peptides gramicidin A, Vpu,
44 alamethicin, and phospholamban (e.g., see refs 2,10) but has
45 also been applied to other, larger and functionally more
46 complex membrane proteins (e.g., see ref 8). Oriented solid-
47 state NMR has also been used to monitor structural changes,
48 for example, of phospholamban when bound to the large
49 SERCA protein.2 Whereas for some polypeptides, accurate
50structures have been determined,2,10,11 this approach also
51provides detailed information about the tilt and rotational pitch
52angles of membrane-inserted helices where it can follow even
53small changes (e.g., of 1°) in structure or topology.12,13
54Combining distance constraints and angular constraints from
55oriented solid-state NMR has resulted in a reﬁned structural
56analysis.1,2,8,11
57A major problem of these approaches remains the inherently
58low signal intensity of NMR spectroscopy, which results in the
59necessity to investigate relatively large quantities of polypep-
60tides. The problem is already apparent in solution-state NMR
61but pronounced in solid-state NMR spectroscopy where the
62line width is larger and concomitantly the signal-to-noise
63reduced (assuming the same signal integral). In particular, in
64oriented samples in many cases, the peptides as a whole or
65individual sites of a protein in phospholipid bilayers can exhibit
66an inherent and functionally important distribution of
67conformations and alignments which cause broad but highly
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68 informative line shapes,14,15 albeit other examples exist where
69 much sharper signal intensities are observed.2,10,11
70 In this context, dynamic nuclear polarization (DNP)
71 techniques have been developed over the last decades16,17
72 and made commercially available recently.18 By transferring the
73 large polarization of unpaired electrons via the irradiation of an
74 EPR transition, a large signal-to-noise enhancement of the 1H
75 NMR signal can be achieved, with a theoretical maximum of
76 660 (γe/γn). Although most studies using DNP in solid-state
77 NMR experiments have been performed so far on samples
78 rotating at the magic angle, the signal enhancements by DNP
79 should be even more valuable for oriented membrane samples
80 where the broad inherent line shapes make it more diﬃcult to
81 obtain reasonable signal-to-noise ratios and where additional
82 experimental restraints result from the need to align the
83 samples. Good sample alignment often requires dilution of the
84 polypeptide in a lipid matrix (typically 1/50 to 1/200 mol/
85 mol). Furthermore, much of the coil volume is occupied by the
86 solid supports onto which the membranes are oriented19−21 or
87 by aqueous solution in order to comply with the particular
88 conditions required to align bicellar systems.22,23
89 However, it should be taken into consideration that DNP/
90 solid-state NMR experiments are performed under very
91 particular conditions, namely, the possibility to irradiate the
92 sample with microwaves of several Watts matching the EPR
93 transitions at high magnetic ﬁelds (263 GHz for a 9.4 T NMR
94 magnet) and the need to slow down the relaxation rates of the
95 unpaired electrons by keeping the sample at low temper-
96 atures.17,18,24 Therefore, the best signal enhancements are
97 obtained when the samples are cooled with liquid helium24 or
98 liquid nitrogen.17,18 It remains possible to perform DNP/solid-
99 state NMR experiments also at increased, even ambient
100 temperatures, but in these cases more modest enhancements
101 are observed.25,26 In prior work, we have therefore performed
102 some proof-of-concepts studies to test if the technology can be
103 applied to oriented membranes.27,28 With only MAS probes
104 available at the time, a lipid bilayer carrying a transmembrane
105 model peptide labeled with 15N at one site was oriented on a
106 polymer sheet, wrapped into a cylinder, and investigated under
107 low (around 1 kHz) and fast (8 kHz) MAS spinning
108 conditions. The resulting 15N sideband intensities are indicative
109 that the membranes remain oriented at 100 K, and under such
110 MAS conditions, up to 17-fold signal enhancements have been
111 obtained when mixing bTbK or TOTAPOL biradicals into the
112 oriented membranes.27,28
113 Because only a low-temperature MAS probe for DNP/solid-
114 state NMR was made available with the commercial systems,18
115 converting this probe for static measurements following
116 previous ﬂat-coil NMR probe developments29 seems on ﬁrst
117 view straightforward. However, the geometries of oriented
118 membrane samples result in a number of additional
119 considerations.
120 First of all, for the current three-spin model of cross-eﬀect
121 DNP, the eﬀect of MAS has been shown to be important in
122 promoting the required mixing of direct product spin states.31
123 Sample spinning thereby helps in increasing the eﬃcient DNP
124 signal enhancements by the cross eﬀect in frozen samples
125 carrying biradicals.30−32 As a consequence, a larger fraction of
126 the spins become polarized under MAS, and the signal
127 enhancements obtained from static samples are several-fold
128 decreased when compared to samples undergoing MAS in the
129 optimal frequency range18,32 even if some MAS-induced spin
130 depolarization has been described to reduce the overall gain.
131Second, the cooling gas arrives at the sample from one side
132and ﬂows around the MAS rotor. At the same time, the sample
133rotates quickly with the sample being close to the rotor walls.
134This helps in cooling the sample evenly. Notably, the better
135enhancements observed with sapphire when compared to
136zirconia rotors were associated with the better thermal
137conductivity of the latter illustrating the importance of
138homogeneous cooling eﬃciency,33 albeit the inﬂuence of the
139dielectric constant of the material and its wall thickness are also
140important and currently under investigation. In contrast,
141additional precautions have to be taken to ensure a
142homogeneous and eﬃcient cooling of the static oriented
143samples, which tend to also be relatively voluminous where the
144length exceeds the width and both are larger than their height.
145Third, to be eﬃcient, the microwaves have to penetrate as
146much of the sample as possible. Once they leave the corrugated
147waveguide, they have to pass the NMR coil to penetrate the
148sample. Importantly it has been shown that MAS rotors of
149appropriate thickness or the presence of dielectric particles in
150the sample helps the penetration of the microwaves, thereby
151assuring a more eﬃcient sample irradiation.34,35 In contrast, the
152oriented samples are usually only enveloped by plastic and
153Teﬂon wrapping and in addition contain stacks of solid support
154and lipid bilayers with a repetition distance (typically 20−30
155solid supports for a 3 mm stack) close to the wavelength of the
156microwaves (10−3 m). The eﬀects of such an arrangement on
157the microwave penetration have so far not been investigated,
158and tests of diﬀerent sample geometries will be reported here.
159■ MATERIALS AND METHODS
160The phospholipid 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phospho-
161choline (C16:0, C18:1-PC, POPC) is from Avanti Polar Lipids
162(Alabaster, AL). 15NH4Cl (99,5%
15N) was purchased from
163Cambridge Isotope Laboratories (Andover, MA). All commer-
164cial material was used without further puriﬁcation.
165Peptide Sequence and Label Positions. The hydro-
166phobic peptide [15N5]- hΦ19W (KKKALLALLALAWALAL-
167LALLAKKK) was prepared by solid phase peptide synthesis as
168described previously.12 At ﬁve subsequent positions, leucine
169and alanine labeled with 15N were incorporated into the
170peptide (underlined in the above sequence). The AMUPol and
171PyPol biradicals were prepared as described previously.36 The
172preparation and comparative evaluation of PyPol-C16, a
173derivative of PyPol bearing a palmitoyl chain, will be described
174in a separate paper discussing the eﬀect of the polarizing agent
175structure on the signal enhancement in oriented experiments
176(Figure S1). The HRMS (ESI) analysis of the compound
177indicates an m/z of 906.6533 which compares well with the
178theoretical value of 906.6526 for C49H87N5O10 [M + H]
+
179Water/Glycerol Sample for DNP. A homogeneous
180mixture of 1.5 M 15NH4Cl and 10 mM AMUPol dissolved in
181D2O/H2O/glycerol-d8 30/10/60 by weight was placed in
182sapphire rotor and used as reference. The temperature
183dependence of the 15N line width allows for temperature
184calibration (see Figure S2).
185Membrane Samples for DNP. A homogeneous mixture of
186lipid, peptide, and radical was obtained by codissolving the
187membrane components in triﬂuoroethanol. To prepare
188oriented-POPC membranes, the solution was spread onto
189ultrathin cover glasses (3 × 8 mm for the DNP probe; 8 × 22
190mm for conventional oriented solid-state NMR measurements;
191thickness 00; Marienfeld, Lauda-Konigshofen, Germany) or
192High-Density PolyEthylene (HDPE) ﬁlm (3 × 8 mm,
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193 Goodfellow, Cambridge, U.K.), dried ﬁrst in air and followed
194 by high vacuum overnight.27,37 Thereafter, the sample was
195 equilibrated during a day in an atmosphere of 93% relative
196 humidity of D2O/H2O (90/10 by volume). The glass plates
197 were then stacked on top of each other and wrapped in Teﬂon.
198 The HDPE ﬁlm with a sample was carefully folded to ﬁt in the
199 coil and ﬂattened in between two sapphire plates of 3 × 8 mm
200 and 0.5−0.8 mm thickness. In the case of nonoriented samples,
201 the POPC suspension was transferred into the 3.2 mm sapphire
202 rotor without mechanical support. The use of partially
203 deuterated “solvent” (lipid, water, and glycerol) channels spin
204 diﬀusion toward the protonated peptide chain.
205 DNP/Solid-State NMR. DNP/solid-state NMR measure-
206 ments were performed using a Bruker BioSpin wide-bore 9.4 T
207 magnet and an Avance III solid-state NMR spectrometer
208 equipped with a gyrotron producing 263 GHz irradiation, a
209 microwave transmission line delivering about 5 W of
210 microwave power at the sample (MAS probe), a cooling unit
211 using liquid nitrogen, and a low-temperature triple resonance
212 3.2 mm MAS probe.18 The spectra shown in Figure 3 were
213 obtained using a commercial 1H−13C−15N triple resonance
214 MAS probe and setup for low temperatures of ≥100 K (Bruker,
215 Wissembourg, France). An adiabatic CP pulse sequence38 was
216 used with a spectral width of 29.8 kHz and acquisition, cross-
217 polarization contact, and recycle delay times of 8.6 ms, 0.3 ms,
218 and 3 s, respectively. The 1H π/2 pulse and spinal64
219 heteronuclear decoupling ﬁeld strengths B1 corresponded to a
220 nutation frequency of 50 kHz. To equilibrate the system before
221 acquisition the sample was exposed to 16 dummy scans. An
222 exponential line-broadening of 100 Hz was applied before
223 Fourier transformation for membrane samples and no line-
224 broadening in the case of water/glycerol. Spectra were
225 externally referenced to 15NH4Cl powder at 40 ppm at room
226 temperature.39 The DNP signal enhancement was determined
227as a ratio in the integral signal intensity of MW ON versus MW
228OFF spectra obtained with identical parameters.
229The oriented samples were investigated with a purposely
230built static solid-state NMR/DNP probe introduced in this
231paper. The PISEMA spectrum was recorded on 3.3 mg [15N5]-
232hΦ19W at a nominal temperature of 100 K (where the actual
233sample temperature depends on the MW irradiation (∼180
234K)). The peptide was reconstituted in a POPC membrane at a
235molar peptide-to-phospholipid ratio of 1/20 and oriented onto
236a HDPE ﬁlm. The PyPol-C16 was added in the quantity of 0.2
237mg per 20 mg of POPC membrane. A step-by-step protocol for
238setting up and analyzing the experiment are given in ref 19,40.
239The eﬀective B1 ﬁeld strength during the SEMA pulse train was
24050 kHz. During the spin exchange period, the amplitude of the
241
1H B1 ﬁeld was decreased to 40.9 kHz to maintain the
242Hartmann−Hahn match condition with an eﬀective ﬁeld along
243the magic angle of 50 kHz.
244■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
245Probe Design for Static DNP/Solid-State NMR. The
246probe used for the static DNP measurements is based on a
247Cryo-MAS probe equipped with a Dewar style shielding tube,
248vacuum jacked gas transfer line for sample cooling, and a
249 f1corrugated waveguide for microwave irradiation (Figure 1).
250The sample chamber and NMR coil are designed according to
251the requirements of the sample29 and the conditions of the
252combined DNP and NMR experiments, namely, reasonable
253cross-polarization (CP) performance, proper cooling, and
254microwave transparency.34,35
255The radiofrequency (RF) part of the probe consists of two
256channels connected to a free-standing NMR coil with a 4 × 4
257mm cross section and 10 mm length. In order to improve the
258microwave propagation through the RF coil, the 8.5 turns were
Figure 1. Left side: gas transfer line with ports; center: complete probe with shielding Dewar; right side: waveguide.
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259 wound with a variable pitch. The inter turn distance is 1.3 mm
260 at the center and decreases symmetrically toward the coil
261 endings.
262 As shown in Figure S3, the 1H channel has a capacitive
263 matching coupled to a tuning trimmer that is connected to the
264 NMR coil via a transmission line. To isolate the 1H frequency
265 circuit from the Y-channel tuned to 15N an LC-stop circuit is
266 used. The Y-channel exhibits inductive matching and a tuning
267 trimmer with ports for a shunt capacitor that enables the user
268 to set the tuning range to the desired frequency band. The Y
269 channel frequency is decoupled from the proton channel via
270 grounding at the λ/4 point of the transmission line. The whole
271 circuit as well as some representative sensitivity values and
272 tuning ranges are illustrated in Figure S3. All trimmers used for
273 this probe have polytetraﬂuoreethylene (PTFE) dielectric and
274 can be operated at cryogenic temperatures. A third channel
275 (not shown in Figure 1) for 13C or 31P has also been built into
276 the circuit for future use.
277 In order to enable operation of the probe at temperatures
278 close to 100 K, the probe is separated into two sections (see
279 details in Figure 1). The probe base with all the connectors and
280 interfaces is held at room temperature or close to room
281 temperature by heating foils at several positions. Two of them
282 are there to keep warm the lower part of the microwave guide
283 and another two are in contact with the walls of the probe base.
284 In addition, the probe base is ﬂushed with dry nitrogen gas to
285 keep it free of moisture and to avoid ice forming at the various
286 feed-throughs leading into the cold part of the probe. The
287 ﬂushing gas also helps to distribute the heat and hence to
288 smooth the temperature proﬁle across the surface. For
289 insulating the two probe sections a Vespel capsule with a
290 thickness of approximately 30 mm is used with gastight feed-
291 throughs for all mechanical actuators and RF-lines.
292 The sample chamber (Figure S4) is made of PTFE and
293 surrounds the NMR coil with the sample. Two Teﬂon hoses are
294 connected to the chamber guiding the cold gas from the
295 transfer line outlet to the sample. In order to change the
296 sample, the chamber has to be disassembled.
297 The low-temperature region of the probe is insulated from
298 the magnet shim system by a double-wall evacuated shielding
299 Dewar (Figure 1 center). The sample chamber and all
300 electronics are located inside this section. The cold gas is
301 guided toward the sample chamber via three gas conducting
302 channels inside a vacuum-insulated transfer line, the latter also
303 enabling temperature regulation by means of channel heaters
304and PT100 temperature sensors. Two of the gas ﬂows enter the
305sample chamber pointing onto the NMR-coil directly while the
306third one ﬂushes the outer surface of the chamber. All three
307ﬂows combine underneath the sample chamber and cool the
308RF electronics for increased sensitivity. Finally the gas ﬂow
309leaves the probe through an exhaust pipe. Two thermocouples
310are used to read the temperature within the sample chamber
311and in the exhaust pipe, respectively. The heat exchanger used
312to supply the cold nitrogen gas is a commercially available
313Bruker LT-MAS cooling cabinet.
314Numerical Analysis. Electromagnetic simulations at 263
315GHz were carried out using CST Microwave Studio 2014 (CST
316AG, Darmstadt, Germany) to study the ﬁeld distribution in the
317sample. A geometrical model of the waveguide end, coil block,
318RF coil, and sample stack was generated. Three sample
319geometries were studied: a sapphire rotor ﬁlled with a water/
320glycerol DNP sample serving as recreation of the reference
321sample and two biomembrane stacks (one with glass as
322substrate and one with HDPE).
323The glass stack consists of 20 glass layers of 0.1 mm
324thickness. Between each glass layer, a membrane layer of 0.065
325mm width is inserted. Another layer of 0.1 mm PTFE is added
326on the top and on the bottom of the stack.
327The HDPE stack consists of 32 layers of 0.01 mm HDPE and
32831 layers of membrane sample, again with a thickness of 0.065
329mm. On the bottom, a Sapphire layer of 0.5 mm is added, and
330another one of 0.4 mm on the top. As in the case of the glass
331stack, a PTFE layer of 0.1 mm is added on top and bottom. The
332overall dimensions of both stacks are 10 mm × 2.4 mm × 3.435
333mm.
334Dielectric parameters of the various materials are set
335according to published data.34,35,41 For the bilayer sample, the
336dielectric parameters are taken from paraﬃn since a large part
337of the sample consists of lipids. A hexagonal mesh is used for
338spatial discretization. One or more cells are present in the
339direction of stacking to ensure that all material changes are
340adequately resolved. The cell dimensions are typically between
34110 and 80 μm.
342At the side of the waveguide opposing the coil, a waveguide
343port is placed and excited with an HE11 mode. The
344polarization angle can be set such that the E-ﬁeld of the
345mode is either perpendicular (mode 1) or parallel (mode 2) to
346the coil windings. The simulations are carried out using the
347time-domain solver, and three-dimensional ﬁeld data for the E
348 f2and H ﬁelds is obtained. Cut views of the absolute H ﬁeld
Figure 2. Central cut views through the sample stack showing the absolute H-ﬁeld distribution.
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f2 349 distribution obtained in the stack samples are shown in Figure
f2 350 2. The mean H ﬁeld is analyzed in the sample material inside
351 the coil and is converted to units of magnetic ﬂux density B.
352 In the rotor reference sample, the mean B1S ﬁeld is 18.2 μT/
353 Sqrt(W) for mode 1 and 17.4 μT/Sqrt(W) for mode 2. In the
354 stacked biomembrane samples, the variation found between
355 mode 1 and 2 is also less than 10%, but the mean ﬁeld is higher
356 in the stack with HDPE substrate. Compared to the mean ﬁeld
357 in the glass stack, it is 15% higher for mode 1 and 34% higher
358 for mode 2. In absolute numbers, the predicted B1S ﬁeld is 16−
359 17 μT/Sqrt(W) for the glass substrate and 20−22 μT/Sqrt(W)
360 for the HDPE substrate. It shall be noted that the absolute
361 amount of bilayer sample is higher in the case of HDPE
362because the thickness of the support is 10-fold lower, such that
363more sample layers can be ﬁtted into the sample stack.
364The variation in mean ﬁeld being less than 10% between
365excitation with mode 1 as opposed to mode 2 indicates that the
366coil is penetrable to the incident beam regardless of its
367polarization. Nevertheless, there is some variation in the ﬁeld
368pattern. The presence of the stack leads to multiple reﬂections
369between the material boundaries, as well as diﬀraction, leading
370to inhomogeneous ﬁeld patterns.
371Performance of the DNP/Solid-State NMR Probe. In
372order to test RF performance of the static DNP probe shown in
373the Figures 1 and S3 with coil dimensions of 4 × 4 × 10 mm,
374the RF performance was measured with the goal to perform
Figure 3. Proton-decoupled 15N solid-state NMR spectra of 1.5 M 15NH4Cl in glycerol/water (“DNP juice”)/AMUPOL (panel A) and of
15N-
labeled peptide reconstituted into nonoriented membranes containing PyPol-C16 (panel B). Both samples were investigated in sapphire rotors
placed into a 3.2 mm MAS probe. The 15N spectra with MW ON (black; T = 112 K) and OFF are shown (gray; T = 101 K). The cooling gas causes
residual spinning speeds of 5 Hz in this “pseudo-static” mode for the sample made of frozen “DNP juice” (A), and 20 Hz for the frozen membrane
sample (B). The number of scans are for the spectra shown in panel A: 8 (MW ON) and 32 (MW OFF) and panel B: 256 and 18224 scans,
respectively. For each panel, the spectra are scaled to the number of scans, thereby, comparison of their intensities represents the DNP scaling factor
ε.
Figure 4. DNP enhancements as a function of microwave intensity for 1.5 M 15NH4Cl in glycerol/water (“DNP juice”) in the presence of AMUPOL
(panels A and B) or for 15N-peptide/membrane in the presence of PyPol-C16 (panel C). The samples were placed inside sapphire rotors in the static
probe (Figure 1). (A) Experimentally measured enhancement as a function of the microwave power for three diﬀerent coil orientations of the static
probe with and without cooling chamber and comparison with the MAS probe in its static mode. (B) Sample temperature in the static probe with
and without cooling chamber. (C) DNP enhancements obtained for the membrane sample with and without cooling chamber. The microwave
power and the corresponding gyrotron currents are indicated. The signal enhancements are calculated from the integrals of the resonances. Figure S2
shows the NMR line width as a function of temperature (calibration curve).
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375 Lee−Goldberg decoupling and cross-polarization as typically
376 applied (e.g., in separated local ﬁeld experiments).42 In order to
377 obtain B1 ﬁelds of 50 kHz at 112 K 19.1 W were applied to the
378
1H channel and 125 W to the 15N channel (measured on a
379 glassy sample made from a solution of 1.5 M 15NH4Cl in
380 glycerol/water with 10 mM AMUPOL). At room temperature,
381 33.2 and 235 W (solid 15NH4Cl powder), respectively, were
382 required.
383 We then compared the static and the commercially available
384 MAS 3.2 mm triple resonance solid-state NMR/DNP probes
385 using two types of sample, namely “DNP juice” with AMUPOL
386 as polarizing agent and a lipid membrane sample containing
387 PyPol-C16 as polarizing agent (non oriented vesicles) both
388 inside sapphire rotors. It should be noted that these rotors
389 remain truly static in the ﬂat-coil probe, whereas they turn
390 slowly (5 to 20 Hz) inside the MAS probe due to the incoming
391 cooling gas. The 1H−15N cross-polarization experiments of the
392 two samples exhibited DNP enhancement factors of 12 and 14,
393 respectively, when the microwave on and oﬀ conditions are
f3 394 compared to each other (Figure 3). Comparison with room-
395 temperature spectra is diﬃcult as on the one hand the
396 ammonium chloride containing water/glycerol sample is in the
397 liquid state, thus preventing cross-polarization. On the other
398 hand. the room-temperature static cross-polarization 15N
399 spectra of the membranes (i.e., the sample from Figure 3B)
400 exhibit distorted powder pattern line shapes (“magic angle
401 hole”, cf. ref 43) with about half the integrated signal intensity
402 (not shown) when compared to the spectrum obtained at 100
403 K without microwave irradiation (LT-OFF; Figure 3B).
404 In the static probe, similar enhancement factors were
405 obtained for the sample made from “DNP juice” when the
406 integrals of the resonance were analyzed. When the microwave
407 intensity was increased by turning the current of the gyrotron
408 from 20 mA to 40 mA, a 17.5-fold enhancement of the peak
409 height was transformed into a 25-fold increase. However,
410 because at the same time the lines became narrower, the
411 enhancement was reduced from 12.3-fold at 20 mA to 10.5-fold
412 at 40 mA when analyzed from the integral of the resonances
f4 413 (Table S1, Figure 4A). When the gyrotron current is further
414 increased, a decrease in both enhancements and line width are
415 observed. In order to analyze these data in a more quantitative
416 manner, the line shape was correlated to changes in the
417 temperature using a calibration curve obtained with the same
418 sample in the MAS probe (Figure S2). Notably, due to the
419 microwave and RF irradiation the temperature at the sample
420 may be higher as the one measured at the thermocouple which
421 records the temperature of the gas outside the coil (Figure S4).
422 Table S1a indicates the gradual increase in signal enhancement
423 and temperature when the microwave power increases.
424 However, when the glass melting temperature of ∼160 K is
425 nearly reached in the sample, the enhancement suddenly drops.
426 Clearly an eﬃcient cooling arrangement is essential for these
427 experiments in order to carry away the high amount of heat
428 induced by the microwaves. Upon an increase of microwave
429 power by 5W, an increase in temperature of about 20 K is
430 observed with the cooling chamber, and this eﬀect doubles
431 when the sample chamber was removed (Figure 4A,B). Because
432 in this conﬁguration the stream of cold gas is ineﬃcient in
433 cooling the sample, a sudden drop in DNP eﬃciency occurs
434 already at 40 mA (corresponding to 10.5 W input power at the
435 entry to the probe body). However, this “open arrangement”
436 allowed us to optimize the relative alignment of the incoming
437 microwave polarization and the coil, which clearly varies
438signiﬁcantly with the relative orientation of the guide and the
439coil (Figure 4A), in agreement with the simulations of the ﬁeld
440distributions within the sample predicting more shielding in
441mode 1 (Figure 2).
442Notably, the experimentally obtained DNP enhancement
443varied between diﬀerent orientations of the coil with respect to
444the incoming beam. For the 90° orientation, which corresponds
445to mode 1, a higher enhancement was found than for 0°
446orientation. This corresponds to the variation of the mean H
447ﬁeld that was found from the electromagnetic simulations of
448the respective setup with the rotor sample, although the
449numerical results only showed a slight increase in mean ﬁeld for
450mode 1. However, a quantitative comparison is diﬃcult since a
451ﬁeld distribution is obtained from the simulations, but
452enhancement is obtained from experiments. Furthermore, the
453enhancement is also a function of the temperature, which itself
454has been shown to change depending on the power of the
455beam.
456DNP Enhancements with Nonoriented Membrane
457Samples. When nonoriented membrane samples (vesicle
458paste) inside a sapphire rotor (Figure 3B) were investigated
459with the static DNP probe, an enhancement factor of 10 was
460observed at 40 mA (Figure 4C, Table S2). In contrast to the
461ammonium chloride sample, the temperature determination
462through the resonance line width as demonstrated in Figure S2
463is not possible. However, under these conditions a collapse of
464the 1H line width is observed upon microwave irradiation,
465suggesting that the membrane-associated water undergoes a
466phase transition. When the 1H signal of this sample was
467analyzed as a function of temperature, a melting point for
468membrane-associated water was observed at >240 K. Therefore,
469it is quite likely that sample heating is a reason for the lower
470DNP enhancement factor in the static probe (ε = 10; Figure
4714C, Table S2) when compared to the pseudostatic MAS probe
472(ε = 12; Figure 4A). Indeed, the 1H line shape suggests that
473even with the cooling chamber the microwave irradiation heats
474the sample in the static sapphire rotor to ∼250 K at 60 mA
475(Table S2). Furthermore, in a truly static mode, the microwaves
476enter the sample from one side only, whereas slow turning of
477the sample should allow a more even penetration of
478microwaves as well as a more equal exposure to the cooling
479gas (which also enters in a directional manner). In this context,
480it is noteworthy that fast MAS spinning at about 3 kHz has
481additional eﬀects on the quantum transitions and results in
482several-fold increased enhancement factors when compared to
483the “pseudostatic” mode,18,32 an eﬀect which is also reproduced
484in this work where enhancements of about 35-fold and about
485100-fold are observed for the membrane and the reference
486sample made from “DNP juice”, respectively (Figure S6).
487Optimizing the Preparation of Supported Lipid
488Bilayers for Alignment and DNP. In a next step, membranes
489oriented along mechanical supports were prepared. In order to
490test DNP eﬃciency and signal alignment, two diﬀerent
491approaches were chosen. First the samples were applied onto
492ultrathin glass plates, a protocol that is well established at room
493temperature where the solid support provides well-aligned
494phospholipid bilayers.37 Second, polymer ﬁlms (e.g., HDPE)
495have been used to prepare oriented samples20 also for magic
496angle oriented sample spinning (MAOSS) experiments44
497including for our very ﬁrst DNP/solid-state NMR experiments
498on oriented membranes.27 These materials are more ﬂexible,
499and therefore, special precautions have to be taken during
500preparation and handling of the oriented bilayers. Here we used
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501 two thin sapphire plates to support the sample conﬁguration.
f5 502 The experimental setup is sketched in Figure 5D.
503 The enhancement is considerably better when the HDPE
504 stacks were investigated (cf. Figure 5A,B). This is probably due
505 to the thermal insulation of the glass, which prevents the heat
506 produced by the microwaves to be conducted eﬃciently to the
507 surface of the sample where it can be cooled by the gas stream.
508 As a consequence, at a gyrotron current of 40 mA, the 1H lines
509 of these samples collapse, suggesting that temperatures ≥240 K
510 are reached within the sample. For related reasons, sapphire
511 MAS rotors have been found to be better suited for DNP
512 eﬃciency than those made from zirconium.33 When the
513 membranes on HDPE stabilized by sapphire plates were
514 investigated, enhancements of 16.5 were obtained with a
515 gyrotron current of 65 mA.
516 At room temperature, the 15N solid-state NMR spectrum of
517 the same sample encompassing ﬁve overlapping 15N labels (see
518 RT-OFF spectrum in Figure 5C) is characterized by motional
519 narrowing, a line-width of 900 Hz, and a signal-to noise of 15.6
520 after 30720 scans (using a 2 s recycle delay). Thereby the
521 spectrum is considerably narrower than the ones obtained at
522 cryo-temperatures (2200 Hz line-width, Figures 5A,B and S7).
523The DNP spectrum exhibits a signal-to-noise ratio of 17.6 after
524only 16 scans (and was thus obtained in less than 1 min; Figure
5255B). Despite the line broadening under cryo-temperature and
526DNP conditions, the experimental time is ∼1630 shorter, which
527corresponds to a 40-fold gain in sensitivity when compared to
528room temperature measurements.
529It should be noted that the enhancements obtained here
530cannot directly be compared to those obtained in DNP/MAS
531solid-state NMR experiments for several reasons. First, the
532samples here are truly static samples where enhancement
533factors 5−10 times below those obtained under MAS
534conditions are observed (Figure S6), beacuse sample spinning
535helps in making more polarizing agents active in the
536sample.18,32 Second, magic-angle spinning (or turning)
537probably also helps in cooling/irradiating the sample more
538uniformly. Third, most of the work on biradicals has aimed to
539optimize the conditions for glasses made of solutions where the
540biradicals distribute in a homogeneous manner. This is not as
541easy to achieve in matrix-free samples,45 including oriented lipid
542bilayers where the biradicals tested so far tend to accumulate at
543the membrane interface.28 Therefore, ﬁrst attempts to improve
544the biradical distribution have been made for example by
Figure 5. Proton-decoupled 15N-cross-polarization spectra of [15N5]-hΦ19W in POPC with PyPol-C16 biradical oriented on glass plates (A; DNP
enhancement 4.3-fold at 2.8 W (20 mA) microwave power) or on HDPE ﬁlm (B; enhancement 16.5 at 20 W (65 mA), sample geometry 2). The
15N spectra with MW ON (black) and OFF are shown (gray). Whereas the temperatures measured with the thermocouple next to the sample are
around 96 K, the sample temperature under MW ON is estimated around 180 K (cf. Figure S2). (C) For comparison, the spectrum obtained at
room temperature from sample B is also shown. (D) Illustration of diﬀerent sample geometries obtained with the polyethylene (HDPE) ﬁlms and
(E) the corresponding DNP enhancements as a function of microwave power. The number of scans are for the spectra shown in panel A: 2048 (MW
ON) and 17 982 (MW OFF), panel B: 16 and 1024 scans, respectively, panel C: 30 720 scans. The spectra in A and B are scaled to the number of
scans and represent the DNP scaling factor ε, the spectrum in panel C is represented of similar height for comparison with panel B.
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545 anchoring the biradicals in a more controlled manner to the
546 lipid bilayer.46−48 Clearly, there is a need to optimize the
547 interactions and distribution of the polarizing agents within the
548 sample when heterogeneous samples without a glassy matrix
549 are investigated. Such samples require, for instance, control of
550 the nonuniform DNP enhancement and paramagnetic-induced
551 shifts across the various resonances. Furthermore, speciﬁcally
552 designed polarizing agents for oriented membrane samples
553 need to take into account the change of electron relaxation and
554 polarization that distributes as a gradient in the sample. The
555 Pypol-C16 was designed with these considerations in mind and
556 shows indeed improved enhancement in membrane environ-
557 ments over other biradicals tested by us before.27,28 Its
558 synthesis and properties will be discussed in a comparative
559 manner elsewhere.
560 The sapphire plates not only stabilize the HDPE stacks but
561 they may also help in propagating the microwaves and cooling
562 the sample.34,35 Therefore, we tested diﬀerent geometrical
563 arrangements where we varied the number of sapphire supports
564 as well as the localization of the oriented membranes relative to
565 the incoming microwaves (Figures 4A and 5).
566 The diﬀerent geometries for the sample packing are shown in
567 Figure 5D. The sample with the membrane paste concentrated
568 in the center of the NMR coil (geometry 4) and the sample
569 with the membrane distributed along the full length (8 mm) of
570 the plates (geometry 2) showed no diﬀerence in the
571 enhancement factor suggesting that microwave irradiation is
572 distributed equally within the membrane samples in both cases.
573 Sample geometry 3 exhibits the same enhancement as observed
574 with arrangements 2 and 4, which indicates that the additional
575 dielectric interfaces do not promote microwave dissipation in
576 the same manner as previously observed with dielectric
577 crystalline particles of ∼0.4 mm size.35 However, it is possible
578 that dissipation on planar rather than irregular/curved surfaces
579 may have diﬀerent eﬀects and/or that the presence of several
580 HDPE layers, each 0.01 mm thick, may already result in
581 dielectric dissipation thus that the additional sapphire plate
582 makes only a minor diﬀerence. When the sapphire plate facing
583 the microwave beam is absent, a sudden drop in enhancement
584 is observed when the gyrotron currents reach 40 mA (Figure
585 5E). This suggests that the sapphire plates shield and/or better
586 scatter the microwaves as well as the heat produced by this
587 irradiation.
588 Finally, the NMR probe was tested for its performance on a
589 two-dimensional separated local ﬁeld spectrum where the
590 resolution in the dipolar dimension is enhanced by phase- and
591 frequency-switched Lee−Goldberg decoupling of the homo-
592 nuclear 1H interactions when at the same time cross polarized
593 with the 15N nucleus.42 The spectrum obtained at 100 K and
594 under DNP conditions has been obtained in less than 2 h
f6 595 (Figure 6), whereas it takes days under standard conditions at
596 room temperature. This model peptide is highly dynamic, and
597 at room temperature, a relatively sharp peak is obtained (Figure
598 5C), which even in two-dimensional experiments causes the
599 ﬁve resonances to collapse in a single unresolved intensity (not
600 shown). At the low temperature, the diﬀerent conformational
601 and orientational states of the peptide are frozen, which results
602 in a broadened line shape (see Figure S7). Nevertheless the
603 helical wheel can be discerned in Figure 6, allowing the analysis
604 of the tilt angle. Whereas here the purpose is to test our probe,
605 a new membrane-anchored biradical and a number of DNP
606 conditions for this type of spectroscopy, optimizing the spectral
607 resolution of the sample remained out of scope in this work.
608However, with the short acquisition times, the latter can be
609achieved by testing diﬀerent temperatures (to test the eﬀect of
610motional averaging), for example, by optimizing the gyrotron
611power against enhancement and resolution as well by varying
612the cooling eﬃciency. In addition, it has been shown that the
613peptide homogeneity and spectral resolution are also depend-
614ent on the membrane lipid composition.49,50 Notably, because
615diﬀerent conformational and topological states are trapped
616under the cryogenic temperatures of oriented DNP/solid-state
617NMR conditions, the approach probably works best for
618polypeptide sequences that are characterized by a rigid packing
619and uniform conformational features.51,52
620In conclusion, a triple-resonance ﬂat-coil solid-state NMR
621probe with microwave irradiation capacities was assembled
622which allows DNP/solid-state NMR experiments of static
623samples at temperatures of 100 K. The probe performance
624allows for two-dimensional separated local ﬁeld experiments
625with high-power Lee−Goldberg decoupling and cross-polar-
626ization under simultaneous irradiation from a gyrotron
627microwave generator. Importantly, eﬃcient cooling of the
628sample, which needed to be optimized against the microwave
629input proved essential for best enhancements and line shape.
630The geometry of supported lipid bilayers encompassing a
631labeled membrane polypeptide (uniaxially oriented mem-
632branes) was optimized taking into consideration membrane
633alignment, heat intake, handling, stability, and ﬁlling factor of
634the coil. Similar or even larger DNP enhancement factors were
635obtained using the newly developed static probe designed for
636oriented membrane samples relative to recently reported MAS
637solid-state NMR/DNP experiments on peptides in lip-
638osomes,46−48 demonstrating that DNP/solid-state NMR can
639be successfully expanded to speciﬁc systems and challenging
640samples. By testing a new membrane-anchored biradical ﬁrst
641two-dimensional PISEMA spectrum of a transmembrane helical
642peptide was obtained in less than 2 h. The shortening of
643acquisition times by orders of magnitude should make two- and
Figure 6. DNP/solid-state PISEMA spectrum of the transmembrane
model peptide [15N5]-hΦ19W carrying ﬁve consecutive 15N labels (3.3
mg) reconstituted into 20 mg uniaxially oriented POPC bilayers (P/L
= 1/20 mol/mol) at a nominal temperature of 100 K (actual sample
temperature ∼180 K) in the presence of 200 μg PyPol-C16. The DNP
enhancement is 16-fold. The dots indicate a simulation of chemical
shift/dipolar couplings of the ﬁve labeled sites for an ideal helix (Φ =
−64°, Ψ = −41 o) at a tilt angle of 10°. The simulation was performed
with Simpson,53 in which the main tensor values were 218/79/60 ppm
and 9.9 kHz for the N−H coupling.54
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644 three-dimensional solid-state NMR experiments routinely
645 accessible also for oriented membrane samples.55 Additional
646 improvements will be possible with even better biradicals,
647 diﬀerent lipid compositions, and further optimized sample
648 preparation protocols especially designed for oriented mem-
649 brane systems.
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